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A threeA three--pronged strategy to ensure sustainabilitypronged strategy to ensure sustainability
(Stockholm European Council 2001)(Stockholm European Council 2001)

Ensuring sustainabilityEnsuring sustainability

Reducing public debt Reducing public debt 
at a fast paceat a fast pace

Raising employment Raising employment 
and productivityand productivity

Reforming pension, Reforming pension, 
healthhealth--care and care and 
longlong--term careterm care

systemssystems

How can we ensure fiscal sustainability 
(preferred prongs)?
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• Review eligibility criteria (age, available 
schemes)

• Review generosity (contributory periods, 
indexation, sustainability factors)

• Review incentive effects (hard and soft) 
• Review additional pension pillars (often 

with incentives) 
• Review flanking policies (notably labour 

market)

How can higher effective retirement ages best be achieved 
and how could increases in pensionable ages contribute?
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Pension Green Paper: next steps

• Consultation ends on 15 November; all stakeholders 
are encouraged to respond.

• The Commission is seeking views on whether and how 
to update the EU level pension's framework, whilst 
respecting the fact that Member States are primarily 
responsible for the organisation of their pension 
systems.

• Next steps will be dependent on the outcome of the 
consultation.  Possible approaches could involve a 
White Paper and/or separate initiatives on issues where 
there has already been some public work undertaken 
prior to the Green Paper, but this should not be 
prejudged.
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Concluding remarks

• Europeans living longer than ever before, and hopefully in good health, is an 
enormous achievement for societies and should not be seen as a threat

• The EU is facing a retirement challenge and not an ageing challenge, stemming from 
European social models of yesterday not being apt for tomorrow, affecting 
expectations and behaviour of the population

• On pension policy, reforms carried out suggest that fiscal sustainability is within reach 
for many MS, although many still have a long way to go

• The focus increasingly turns to aligning public perception of retirement incomes and 
its composition in the future with what the reformed systems will deliver, so as to 
ensure lasting success of implemented reforms and to provide opportunities for 
people to adjust and shape their lives as pensioners

• A key challenge will be to extend working lives, giving a double dividend: (i) higher 
living standards; and, (ii) progress towards sustainable public finances 

• Moreover, the transformation of the European social models – not restricted to 
pension policy - need to be intensified to support jobs and growth

• The EU level provides clear value-added in implementing such a comprehensive 
strategy, including through the open debate launched with the current Green Paper 
on pensions and a range of available instruments, including the new framework for 
growth and jobs, the Europe 2020 strategy


